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“Iam deeply indebted to
all the wonderful people who
have been by to wish my
mother, Mrs. Deanie Mills,
a happy birthday.

To the local radio stations
for announcing her open
house, for all the visits,
phone calls, gifts, and love
shown, a most humble thank
you.

It was her family’s
greatest pleasure to honor
the humble lady with an
open house in celebration of
her 90 beautiful years of
serving her life for others.”

Mrs. Sophie MillsMitchell
chg.

The Poet’s
Corner

the; holiday

SEASON
By Murrell Smith

In my home town the
courthouse sits at the foot of
the Sound. During this time
of year it takes on a dif-
ferent look; the trees are
bare and white frost crosses
the green, placing its icy
fingers on the outstretched
arms of the many trees.

Over the landscape the
moon silhouttes itself
through the trees, drawing a

picture of a fine piece of blue
Meissen china hanging
crescently over a bare limb
where it falls and breaks to
pieces - torn into fragments
by the wind.

II
The holiday season is here

and the images of joy and
festivity are abound;
everywhere in the stars
vivid picturesque pictures
are produced.

The wind is blowing a
change with happiness and
paintings but with sadness
the last yellow and red
leaves are combed from its
hiding place -a vengeful
thing, black and gloomy to
leave so much emptiness
behind.

The children, all happy
with glee, are running
through the golden day,
playing with the wind,
running across the green
grass at the courthouse.

111
The winds that were once

gentle and friendly suddenly
slap you in the face and let
you know the holiday season
is about over; the very vivid
picturesque qualities of the
festivity are joyously here -

like beautiful engravings
illustrated with glee - it’s
here and gone all too soon.

IV
In the late evening the

cold wind slaps the
children’s faces and lets
them know it’s bedtime -

slaps them hard with its icy
fingers.

At the courthouse in the
early night the sky is
painted like a quilt joining
together like a vivid gar-
ment covering the sky - like
a musical finished to a
holiday season - and each
day the golden wind plays
with the children.

The holiday season, the
smell of the green needles
on the Christmas trees, the
smell of the candied
cherries, the reflections of
the lights on the Christmas
trees from the tinsel, red,
blue, yellow and white, the
color of Christmas wrap-
pings with bright lighted
candles painted on every
sheet; the beautiful
Christmas cards, the
joyously song hymns of
Christmas. All too soon all
the lovely arrangements, all
the social gatherings and
family feasts are over -

outside with its hint of cold
in the air, its smell of burn-
ing leaves, it’s still win-
ter....

As the hollow blast of
wintery wind rushes
through the hall and slam’s
a distant door-

Whistle about the
cement and rumbles down
the chimney -.what can be
more gratetul than the
feeling of sober and
sheltered security-

. . I.

“Nons avons'-change' tout
cela”
(the above is French for we
have changed all of that)

A lot of worry can be
wasted on others.
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